
create best apps and websites

startup and innovative company

 for programming & informatio technology

SUPER CODE
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 SuperCode is a startup and innovative
company
 which is leading the entrepreneurial web 
 development, mobile applications in both
 .android and iOS platforms
 The company took the lead on many
 business sectors projects such as
 restaurants mobile application, dentists
 mobile and web application, accounting
 mobile/web application customization, and
 currently is consider a leading company in

 ICT4D in Palestine. Moreover, the company
 took an advanced steps to be the
 practitioner hosting firm, and the top
seller of bulk SMS in Palestine
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Vision
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 To become a prime performer in the palestinian
 marketplace by providing highly innovative web
 designing, web development and internet
 marketing services that will drive our clients'
 business towards growth. Worldwide reputation
 is the dream of every company and we want to
.achieve it through our work

Mission 

all companies now they want to development apps
and websites ,now we can biulding it and we have
many apps in palestinian market (restaurants

 Services sector , electronic stores , booking salons
booking clinic and doctors and others

 To serve our customers to the best by
 delivering technically sound and affordable
 business solutions while ensuring
 exceptional customer support throughout
the process
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HOSTING AND DOMAIN'S

WEB DEVELOPMENT

UX/UI DESIGN

 This guarantee represents the highest
 quality you can expect from Super Code
 and underlines our commitment to
providing excellence in our hosting division

 Web development broadly refers to the
 tasks associated with developing websites
.for hosting via intranet or internet

 UI design and UX design are two of the
 most often confused and conflated terms
in web and app design
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APP DEVELOPMEN

GAME DEVELOPMENT

 App development is the act or process by
 which a mobile app is developed for
mobile devices, such as mobiles, tablets

 Our game development experts develop
 3D 3D games and application using Unity
tool for various all platforms

Bulk SMS
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 Bulk SMS services allow you reach out to your
 customers quickly, efficiently and with a near
 100%open rate



OUR SKILLS

CMS (Content Management System)

Electronic Store Online

Gaming Development 2D & 3D

UX/UI Design

Web Development

IOS Development

Android Development

94%

96%

95%

93%

95%

90%

98%
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 the maneger of Super Code Company
 and founder of the Super Code
company and android developer

 and backend developer and IOS
 deveoper and team leader of
 programers

Anas Ajlouni
CEO & Team Leader

Islam Ayman
UX/UI Designer & Graphic Designer

 I’m GRAPHIC DESIGNER and I love very
 erent�self-education. So I know a lot of di
areas in design. Such
 �D PRINTABLE GRAPHIC DESIGN,  as all
 eld� logo design and visual identity. And the
.�D DESIGNS of

 

Youssef Ragab
Web Developer & Web Designer

 the web developer for Super Code ,
 and he making many websites for
many customers

 

 the IOS developer for Super
 Code Company , and he making
 ssional apps for ios�many pro
 

Khalaf Al Dalo
IOS Developer
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Our Apps

wajbati app
wajbati app is Palestinian application for restaurants
and supermarket and shop of fruits 
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Mahir is a smart platform that brings together 
 technicians and service providers who are skilled 
with the public effectively and easily

Mahir Application

 old but gold
old but gold is app for bay and switch old things
 and you can add your posts in this app and this 
app will view your post for all users in app old but gold



Our Websites

queen julie
 queenjulie.com is website for shipping woman
shoes , you can buy shoes from this website
and they can shipping where ever in palestin 
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wajbati Website
 wajbati app is Palestinian application for restaurants and
supermarket and shop of fruits ,and this app is available for
 play store and apple store and website,you can add order for 
food or drink or fruits or foodstuffs

hajzak altebi
Hajzak Altebi application contains a database includes all 
medical specialties including internal doctors, pediatricians, 
ophthalmologists, cardiologists, urologists, dentists, and others 
It also includes the help agencies for doctors in their work



arabicsw

Wajbati App GreenBackEnd

Al-Jebrini Dairy Co. Hebron Chamber of Commerce

Palestinian Handball Federation

ADC

Mahir App

ABU ZENEH industry & Trade Co

oldbutgold.ps

hajzakaltebi.com

murjani.ps

Our Cuctomers
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 Contac t  Us

Technopark
Hebron  westbank , Palestine    

info@supercode.ps

supercode.ps

00972595761289
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00972595761289


